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Abstract

Human punishment is biased by ingroup favoritism: we tend to punish outgroup
members more harshly than ingroup members. Such preferential punishment of
outgroup members could reflect an influence of group status specifically on punishment,
or may reflect a general tendency to respond to outgroup members’ behavior more
harshly, regardless of the type of response used. To investigate this question, we
contrasted punishment with the decision to reject a partner, often termed partner choice.
In two studies, participants interacted with other players in an incentivized economic
game. We assigned participants to groups using a “minimal” groups paradigm (Study 1)
or a consequential political position (Study 2). Across both studies, when participants
could respond to their partner’s behavior with punishment, they punished outgroup
members more harshly than ingroup members, replicating past work. We also extend
prior work by showing that this difference principally reflects outgroup derogation rather
than ingroup love, through the inclusion of neutral individuals in Study 2. In contrast,
when participants could respond by either continuing to interact with their current
partner or instead be paired with a new player, participants’ decisions were almost
completely unaffected by group membership. Thus, group membership has a strong
influence on how we punish others, but almost no influence on how we make partner
choice decisions. These results shed light on the breadth of influence group
membership can have, especially on how we respond to transgressions, and provide
insight into the unique psychological processes supporting punishment and partner
choice decisions.
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Humans are exceptionally sensitive to group membership (Cikara, 2018; Cikara
et al., 2011, 2014; Dunham, 2018; McAuliffe & Dunham, 2016; Molenberghs et al.,
2014; Riek et al., 2006). Whether someone is a member of our group–in terms of
nationality, political party, social club or a host of other categories–influences a variety
of behaviors, including with whom we cooperate, empathize and trust, among many
others (Cikara, 2018; Dunham, 2018; McAuliffe & Dunham, 2016; Riek et al., 2006;
Tajfel & Turner, 1979).
Of recent interest has been the tendency for group membership to influence how
we respond when others transgress (e.g. when they harm us or others, break a norm or
otherwise behave negatively). Much of this work has focused on a particular way we
can respond: by punishing. Punishment is typically thought of as a reaction to a
transgression which imposes a cost on the transgressor (Boyd & Richerson, 1992;
Clutton-Brock & Parker, 1995; Raihani & Bshary, 2015, 2019). Past research has found
a consistent tendency to more harshly punish outgroup members than ingroup
members (Baumgartner et al., 2012; Bernhard, Fehr, et al., 2006; Bernhard,
Fischbacher, et al., 2006; Delton & Krasnow, 2017; Goette et al., 2012; Guo et al.,
2020; Halevy et al., 2008; Jordan et al., 2014; Kubota et al., 2013; Mendoza et al.,
2014; Schiller et al., 2014; Shinada et al., 2004; Valenzuela & Srivastava, 2012; Yudkin
et al., 2016). However, punishment is not the only way we can respond to others’
transgressions. Another option we have is to decide to avoid transgressors or stop
interacting with them, as in the case of partner choice (Barclay, 2013, 2016). An open
question is whether group membership influences punishment specifically or more
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broadly influences how we respond to transgressions. Here, we explore this question
by contrasting the use of punishment and partner choice in response to unfair intentions
from and unfair outcomes produced by ingroup and outgroup members.
Partner choice provides a useful contrast to punishment because it is both similar
to and distinct from punishment in important ways. Partner choice is similar to
punishment in that it is a method for responding to transgressors, is often a dyadic
response (e.g. imposed by one person on another) and involves imposing something
negative on the transgressor (a cost in the case of punishment and the removal of a
social connection in the case of partner choice). Both responses frequently occur in
social contexts, meaning it is plausible that both are influenced by various social factors,
including group membership. At the same time, partner choice is importantly different
from punishment from both a theoretical and empirical perspective. From a theoretical
perspective, punishment has often been considered as a tool with the functional
purpose of changing others’ behavior (Clutton-Brock & Parker, 1995; Martin &
Cushman, 2016; Trivers, 1971), although it has also been studied as a means for costly
signaling (Barclay, 2006; Jordan et al., 2016), norm enforcement (Boyd & Richerson,
1992; Fehr & Gächter, 2002; Henrich et al., 2010; Yamagishi, 1986) or fitness leveling
(Raihani & Bshary, 2019). In contrast, the theoretical perspective on partner choice
focuses on the idea that individuals exist in a biological market (Noe & Hammerstein,
1994), which leads market dynamics to influence a host of factors related to attracting,
choosing and maintaining partners as well as rejecting partners with whom we no longer
wish to interact (Barclay, 2013, 2016). Although rejecting a partner following a
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transgression may impose a cost, similar to punishment, a key distinction between
partner choice and punishment is that the imposition of a cost is not an inherent or key
feature of partner choice. Whereas punishment necessarily involves a cost to the
transgressor, partner choice may or may not involve a cost, and any such cost is
incidental to the rejection of the transgressor. That is, the principal focus is on avoiding
the transgressor, regardless of whether or not it costs them as a result. Functionally,
then, in the context of transgressions partner choice and punishment serve distinct
goals–with punishment serving to change others’ behavior and partner choice serving
as a mechanism for rejecting the current partner and finding a new one (Barclay, 2013,
2016). Given this, we might expect punishment and partner choice to be used
differently in respond to bad behavior.
Indeed, initial empirical evidence suggests that punishment and partner choice
are used in different ways (Liddell & Kruschke, 2014; Martin & Cushman, 2015). In
these studies, participants were given the chance to respond to a partner’s intention to
be fair or selfish and to the outcome that was produced in an economic game. When
participants had the opportunity to punish (i.e. take money away from the partner or
not), participants were influenced relatively equally by the transgressor’s intent and the
outcome that they produced. In contrast, when participants had the opportunity to make
a partner choice decision (i.e. to reject the partner and not play with them on the next
round of the game), participants were influenced much more by the transgressor’s intent
and much less by the outcome produced. Thus, punishment and partner choice are
differently sensitive to intentions and outcome, with partner choice more sensitive to
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others’ intentions and punishment more sensitive to outcomes caused. This distinction
between punishment and partner choice both theoretically and empirically makes
partner choice ideal for testing the breadth of the influence group membership has on
how people respond to others’ transgressions.
Past work provides hints about how group membership might influence partner
choice decisions. One possibility is that partner choice, like punishment, is sensitive to
group membership. From a functional perspective, partner choice is often thought
about as serving a group regulatory function, which would imply a sensitivity to group
membership. Indeed, the mere availability of partner choice as an option leads group
members to behave more cooperatively (Bednarik et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2016), and
group competition leads to increased rejection of those who contribute less to the group
(Sääksvuori et al., 2011). Most relevantly, feedback about the aggregate amount of
cooperation from ingroup and outgroup members leads to higher rates of cooperation in
a prisoner’s dilemma, but only when participants can choose their partner compared to
when their partner is randomly assigned (Aksoy, 2015). Critically, these studies provide
only indirect evidence about the influence of group membership on how we respond to
others’ transgressions, in that they either do not manipulate group membership
(Bednarik et al., 2014; Sääksvuori et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2016) or do not provide
participants with information about the target’s past behavior (Aksoy, 2015).
Furthermore, the most relevant of these studies investigates how we choose a partner
based upon group membership (Aksoy, 2015) rather than how we decide whether or not
to reject them based upon prior negative behavior. Selecting partners amongst
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alternatives and deciding whether to reject a current partner in favor of alternatives are
distinct aspects of partner choice psychology (Barclay, 2013, 2016). Thus, it is
plausible that group membership may influence one aspect of partner choice (i.e.
choosing partners) but not other aspects (i.e. rejecting partners).
Beyond these results, other indirect evidence comes from work focusing on how
group membership influences those who experience partner choice, which finds a
strong sensitivity to group boundaries. Being excluded hurts more when it comes from
ingroup members (Sacco et al., 2014), especially when the group is based on
permanent features (e.g. gender) as opposed impermanent features (e.g. t-shirt color)
(Wirth & Williams, 2009). Being excluded and then-reincluded by a group leads to
greater risk-taking on behalf of that group (Dahl et al., 2019), and children who are
excluded by their ingroup are subsequently more anxious and more adherent to ingroup
norms (Watson-Jones et al., 2016). Among those who most strongly identify with their
group, rejection by that group leads to greater endorsement of pro-group actions
(Gómez et al., 2011). These results demonstrate that group membership influences
how people respond to being rejected, providing some reason to believe that group
membership would also play a role in the decision to reject or not. In this sense, it is
plausible that group membership will influence both punishment and partner choice
decisions.
An alternative possibility is that group membership may not influence both
partner choice and punishment, and will only have an influence on punishment. There
are a few reasons to consider this possibility. First, as discussed above, the most
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relevant prior work has found sensitivity to group membership when choosing a partner
(Aksoy, 2015) and has not focused on the influence of group membership when
rejecting a partner after a transgression. Given that these are distinct aspects of partner
choice psychology (Barclay, 2013, 2016), it is reasonable to consider whether group
membership might exert less of an influence when rejecting a partner than when
choosing a partner.
Second, at a fundamental level, partner choice in the context of another’s
transgression is about deciding to either end that interaction or continue it. This
requires a pre-existing relationship, not necessarily in the rich sense of a close,
personal relationship, but at least in the thinner sense of having interacted with this
person in a joint endeavor. Presumably, those with whom we have this type of
relationship are more likely to share membership with us in at least some groups,
compared to those with whom we do not have this type of relationship. Thus, group
membership may be a less relevant feature when deciding whether to end or continue a
relationship–because shared group membership is a consistent feature of those we are
considering ending a relationship with, group membership is not a pivotal factor in this
decision. Analogously, when deciding what kind of computer to buy, I do not consider
whether the computer has a built-in wireless adapter; this feature is present in most
(though not all) computers and so it does not even enter the decision-making process.
Potentially then, group membership is held constant enough in those with whom we
have interacted previously that this feature is less relevant when deciding whether to
end or continue that interaction. Critically, such an argument applies less well to
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punishment – we can just as easily punish those with whom we have and have not
interacted. Indeed, punishing outgroup members may be important, especially in the
context of intergroup conflict. Consider political disagreements–transgressions by one’s
own party member may be tolerated, whereas transgressions by other party members
are often strongly condemned and cause for retribution.
Third, when in a partner choice mindset, group membership may become
uncertain and therefore exert less of an impact. That is, while contemplating whether to
continue interacting with someone or not, social boundaries are clearly fluid–I am no
longer committed to continuing our relationship and am considering ending it. In some
sense, this is an opportunity to start fresh, and so past entanglements–including group
membership–may also become more fluid. This fluidity may mean that group
membership is uncertain enough that it exerts a reduced influence on whether or not we
decide to reject this individual.
Thus, there are good reasons to consider the possibility that group membership
may exert less of an influence on whether we choose to reject a partner for their past
behavior than on how we punish them.
Here, we seek to explore these two possibilities, focusing on the degree to which
punishment and partner choice show equivalent or distinct sensitivity to group
membership. Answering this question provides insight into how these two distinct
responses are made. More broadly, these results will shed light on how pervasive of an
influence group membership has on how we respond to others’ transgressions–if
decisions to punish and decisions to end an interaction are both sensitive to group
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membership, that would provide initial evidence that group membership has a broad
impact in this context. However, if we find that the influence of group boundaries is
specific to punishment (or partner choice), that would suggest a more limited role for
group membership in how we respond when others transgress.
In answering this question, we employ a paradigm developed in prior work to
differentiate punishment and partner choice (Martin & Cushman, 2015). This game
asks participants to engage in either punishment or partner choice in response to an
allocator’s intent to be fair or selfish and the kind of outcome produced–a fair or selfish
division of the stake. Specifically, participants played an online version of a stochastic
economic game in which they were asynchronously paired with other participants who
pre-committed to behavior in the game. In this game, a Decider allocated $1 between
themselves and the Responder by choosing between two options, one of which was
more likely to produce a fair outcome (an even split of the money between the players)
and the other of which was more likely to produce an unfair outcome (all $1 going to the
Decider). Critically, either option could produce either outcome. Thus, the Decider’s
intent–to be fair versus selfish–is dissociable from whether there is a fair or selfish
outcome. Participants played as the Responder and were told the Decider’s choice of
option and which outcome was produced. In the Punishment condition, the Responder
could take bonus money away from the Decider’s payoff at a cost to themselves. In the
Partner Choice condition, the Responder decided whether, for another round of the
game, they would like to switch to a new Decider or stick with the same Decider. Prior
work (Martin & Cushman, 2015) found that responses in the Partner Choice condition
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were heavily influenced by the Decider’s intent to be fair or selfish and very little by the
outcome produced. In contrast, responses in the Punishment condition were relatively
equally influenced by the Decider’s intent and the outcome produced. Thus, this
paradigm effectively dissociates punishment and partner choice decisions, making it a
perfect testbed for an investigation of the role of group membership.
We move beyond this prior work by having participants play this economic game
as part of distinct teams. In line with some past work (Goette et al., 2012), we use two
complementary ways of determining team membership. In Study 1, we employ a
variant of the “minimal” groups paradigm (Dunham, 2018; Tajfel, 1970). Participants
are assigned to a team based upon which of two words they first identify in a simple
word search (“owl” or “cat”) (Figure 1). This paradigm has the virtue of putting
participants into groups about which they know almost nothing, allowing us to
investigate the influence of the abstract structure of thinking about groups on
punishment and partner choice decisions. Of course, a lack of sensitivity to group
boundaries in such a case may not be particularly informative–such a group carries no
real-world significance and so a lack of sensitivity may reflect the relatively weak nature
of this manipulation. To address this concern, in Study 2 we assign participants to
groups based upon their position on a consequential political position–their stance on
abortion. Amongst a series of other demographic items, participants reported whether
they are pro-life, pro-choice or hold no position (data from these participants was not
included). Participants were then assigned to a group based upon this position. This
procedure has the advantage of invoking highly consequential boundaries which are
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frequently relevant in daily life. Thus, this group assignment has the potential to
intensify the influence of group membership on punishment and partner choice
decisions. On the other hand, this procedure makes use of pre-existing differences
across participants, and so is a less clean test of the influence of group boundaries
compared to Study 1. Using both approaches allows us to extrapolate beyond the
weakness of each in order to paint a clearer picture of the influence of ground
boundaries on how we respond to others’ transgressions.
Beyond providing a replication of Study 1 and extending our results to real-world
groups, Study 2 included additional methodological improvements. In Study 1,
participants interacted with only ingroup and outgroup members, whereas in Study 2
we also included a neutral individual, allowing us to examine whether ingroup bias is
reflective of ingroup love or outgroup derogation (relative to a baseline individual).
While Study 1, employed punishment responses on a scale from -$0.30 to $0.30, Study
2 used a binary measure (-$0.30 or $0), allowing us to analyze data from the
Punishment and Partner Choice conditions within the same regression model. Finally,
in order to follow up on some analyses in Study 1, Study 2 included a measure of
cognitive reflection. Specifically, we included a revised 7-item version of the Cognitive
Reflection Test (CRT) (Pennycook & Rand, 2020). This test is designed to assess the
degree to which participants make decisions by reflecting/deliberating or using their gut
reaction/first instinct.

Study 1
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Data availability
Data and analysis scripts for all studies can be found at [redacted for blind
review]. For both studies, we report all measures, manipulations and exclusions.
The pre-registration for this study can be found at
http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=j92vh7. All materials for Study 1, including
instructions to participants, can be found in the Supplementary Material.
Method
Participants
Participants (n = 802) were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk and
completed an online survey in exchange for a small payment (≤ $2.00) with an
opportunity to earn a bonus payment. Sample size was determined and pre-registered
before any data analysis. Participants made decisions in an asynchronous economic
game involving other participants, and their data was excluded from analysis on the
basis of pre-registered criteria (see Procedures below for description of the economic
game, comprehension questions and attention check questions): Comprehension
questions at the beginning of the task, answers to attention check questions at the end
of the task, reaction time during the main task (mean reaction time less than three
standard deviations below the overall mean, after log transformation) and reporting not
being a native speaker of English. These criteria yielded a final sample of 659
participants (17.8% excluded; final sample 48% male, 51% female, <0.5% other, <0.5%
preferred not to answer). The percent excluded was very similar across our response
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type conditions (Punishment: 11.3%; Partner Choice: 14.9%). All participants were
United States residents.
A sensitivity analysis of our main analysis, the comparison between the
Punishment and Partner Choice conditions in proportion of participants sensitive to
group membership, indicated that our design is able to detect a proportion difference in
sensitivity to group membership as small as 7.7% with 80% power at 5% error rate
(critical z = 1.96). This analysis was performed using G*power version 3.1 (Faul et al.,
2009).
Procedures
Participants interacted with other participants in an asynchronous stochastic
economic game modeled on past work (Cushman et al., 2009; Martin & Cushman,
2015). Before playing the game, participants were assigned to one of two minimal
groups and subsequently played two rounds of the game, one with another player on
their own team and one with another player on the other team. No deception was used
in either of our studies–participants were truthfully matched with other participants, and
the decisions participants made had a real impact on the other player’s bonus payment
(and their own bonus payment). All procedures were approved by the [redacted by
blind review] Institutional Review Board.
Group assignment. After providing consent, participants were told they would
perform a task that would determine which team they were on before engaging in an
economic game with other players. On the next screen, participants were presented
with a 3x3 word search (see Figure 1) and told to enter the first three-letter word they
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saw into a free response box. They were told that the experiment would assign them to
a team based on their response. The experiment would proceed only if the participant
answered either “cat” or “owl”, ignoring case. Participants’ responses were distributed
between the two teams (403 Cat, 256 Owl). Participants were then directed to a screen
informing them that there are two teams, TEAM CAT or TEAM OWL, and that “people
on the same team tend to share many personality and cognitive traits”. This was done
so as to promote group identification. Based on the word entered, participants were
then informed they had been assigned to either TEAM CAT or TEAM OWL and selected
one of five potential cat or owl avatars to represent them throughout the task.
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Figure 1. The design of Studies 1 and 2. A: In both the Punishment and Partner Choice
conditions, participants interacted with others players in an economic game for real
stakes. Participants played as both Responders and Deciders. In the Punishment
condition, Responders could add to or subtract from the Deciders payoff. In the Partner
Choice condition, Responders decided whether, for another round of the game, they
would like to play with the same Decider or a new Decider (from the same group). B:
The group assignment mechanism in both studies. Study 1 employed a minimal-groups
paradigm. Participants were instructed to enter the first 3-letter word they found in the
word search depicted (answers were “OWL” or “CAT”). Participants were assigned to a
group based upon their choice and selected an avatar to represent them in the game.
Study 2 employed real-world groups. Amongst other demographic items collected at the
beginning of the study, participants reported their stance on the issue of abortion.
Participants were assigned to a group based upon their response. C: Following their
responses in the economic game, participants rated their identification with the groups
used in the study. In both studies, participants identified more with their ingroup than
their outgroup. In Study 2, the neutral group was identified with less than the ingroup but
more than the outgroup.
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Stochastic economic game. Participants were then given instructions about
the economic game they would play. This game involved two roles: The Decider and
the Responder. On each trial, the Decider allocated $1 between themselves the
Responder by choosing between two options. Option A had a 2/3 chance of giving all
money to the Decider and a 1/3 chance of giving $0.50 to the Decider and $0.50 to the
Responder. Option B had a 2/3 chance of giving $0.50 to the Decider and $0.50 to the
Responder and a 1/3 chance of giving all money to the Decider. Thus, Option A is more
likely to yield an unfair division of the money than Option A, though both options can
yield either outcome. In this way, the Decider’s intent to be fair or selfish is easily
inferable from the option they choose, though they can produce a fair or selfish outcome
regardless of their choice.
Responders responded to the Decider’s choice of option and outcome of their
choice, with the response available varying by condition (between-participants). In the
Partner Choice condition, participants were told that they would play another round of
the game and decided whether they wanted to stay with the same Decider for the
second round or to instead switch to a new Decider. If the participant decided to switch,
this new Decider would be from the same group as their current partner; switching thus
did not allow participants to play with a new group member. Choosing to stay or switch
cost the Responder nothing. In the Punishment condition, participants had the
opportunity to add or subtract up to $0.30 from the Decider’s payoff, at no cost to
themselves. We chose for punishment to be costless to enact so as to mirror the costfree nature of the decision in the Partner Choice condition. In both response type
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conditions, we employed the strategy method: participants were asked to commit to a
response for all four possible combinations of the Decider’s choice and the outcome
produce (Option A, fair split; Option A, unfair split; Option B, fair split; Option B, unfair
split; note that “fair” and “unfair” were never used in the game itself). This method
achieved two things: (1) we gained four times the amount of data than using “hot”
decisions, and (2) we could ask for participants’ decisions without informing them of the
Decider’s decision or outcome on that round, so that the decisions across rounds were
not influenced by how prior Deciders played or which outcomes resulted.
Participants played this game twice, once with an ingroup member and once with
an outgroup member. Whether participants played with an ingroup or outgroup member
first was randomized across participants.
After the instructions but before participating in the game, participants answered
seven comprehension questions regarding the main features of the game1. If any of
these questions was answered incorrectly, participants were shown the correct answer
and then asked the question again on a subsequent page. If participants answered
incorrectly on this 2nd try, they were counted as getting the question incorrect.
Participants were allowed to complete the task, but their data were subsequently
excluded if any of these questions were answered incorrectly. This resulted in
exclusion of data for 45 participants in the Partner Choice condition (11.3%) and 60
participants in the Punishment condition (14.9%).

1

One of these questions was about the number of rounds played in each game (e.g. with each other
player). In the Punishment condition, the correct answer is 1. However, the survey incorrectly indicated
that answers other than 2 were incorrect. Thus, this question was not used in excluding participants’
data from the Punishment condition.
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Rating group identification. After playing the game with both an ingroup and
outgroup player, participants then completed identification ratings for their ingroup and
outgroup. Specifically, participants rated their agreement with four statements drawn
from prior work (Leach et al., 2008) about each group: “I like TEAM [team]”, “Members
of TEAM [team] are good”, “I feel attached to TEAM [team]” and “I identify with TEAM
[team]”. The scale used went from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree” on 0 to 100point slide scale. The order in which participants rated their ingroup and outgroup was
randomized across participants. Reliability across these four items was high for both
Ingroup (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.92, 95% CI = 0.90–0.92) and Outgroup (Cronbach’s
alpha = 0.82, 95% CI = 0.80–0.84) members, so an aggregate rating for each
participant was created for both Ingroup and Outgroup members by averaging
responses to all four items for that group.
Playing as Decider. Participants were then told they would play this game twice
more, but now in the role of Decider. Principally this provided us with Deciders that we
could subsequently match to Responders, but this also provided additional potentially
useful data. Participants were presented with the same set of instructions as they read
earlier, but not presented from the Decider’s perspective. They again answered seven
comprehension questions, though these were presented only once, and participants
were not screened based upon their answers. Finally, participants played as the
Decider twice, once with an ingroup player and once with an outgroup player.
Attention check questions, demographics and debrief. Next, participants
answered a series of attention check questions regarding attentiveness to the study
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(e.g. “Overall, how much attention did you pay to this study while you were taking it?”),
which were used in data quality screening. Finally, participants answered a series of
optional demographic variables and were debriefed about the goals and hypotheses of
the study.
Analysis approach. In Study 1, our primary analysis investigated the sensitivity
of participants in the Punishment and Partner Choice conditions to the Decider’s intent,
the outcome of the die roll, and the Decider’s group membership. Because responses
across our two response type conditions are on different scales, the straightforward use
of regression models to compare these conditions is not possible. Specifically,
responses in the Punishment condition used an interval scale (from -$0.30 to $0.30 by
$0.10), whereas responses in Partner Choice condition used a binary scale (stay with
Decider, switch to new Decider), preventing. Thus, as specified in our pre-registered
analysis plan and consistent with past work (Martin & Cushman, 2015), we analyze data
by classifying each participant as being sensitive to intentions, outcomes, and group
membership (non-mutually exclusive) and then comparing these percentages across
the Punishment and Partner Choice conditions.
Participants were classified as sensitive to a feature (intentions, outcomes, and
group membership) if, holding the other two features constant, their response differed
based upon the levels of that feature (ignoring the direction of that difference). For
instance, participants were classified as sensitive to intentions if, holding outcome and
group membership constant, their responses differed as a function of the Decider’s
intent. So, if a participant responded differently when the ingroup Decider chose Option
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A and produced a fair outcome versus when the ingroup Decider chose Option B and
produced a fair outcome, they would be classified as sensitive to intentions. And if a
participant responded differently when the ingroup Decider chose Option B and
produced a fair outcome versus when the outgroup Decider chose Option B and
produced a fair outcome, they would be classified as sensitive to group membership, for
example. Note that this classification does not consider the direction of difference.
To additionally explore our data, responses within the Punishment and Partner
Choice conditions were analyzed using regression models. In these analyses, the main
fixed effects included group membership (ingroup versus outgroup), intent (selfish
versus fair), and outcome (selfish versus fair), as well as all possible interactions
between these variables. Additional fixed effects were included depending upon the
goal of the model and are noted where appropriate.
Responses in the Punishment condition were interval data (from -0.30 to 0.30 by
0.10), and so linear mixed-effects regression was used, implemented in R using the
lme4 package (D Bates et al., 2014). These models included a random intercept for
each participant as well as random slopes for group membership, intent and outcome.
For these models, we use a model comparison approach and evaluated the importance
of predictors using Likelihood Ratio Tests. We began by comparing the full model to
one dropping the highest-level term (e.g. the 3-way interaction in a model with 3 main
factors), asking whether this highest-level term improved model fit. If so, we proceeded
to inspect this model further. If not, this term was removed and we next compared a
model including all terms at the lower level (e.g. all 2-way interactions in this example)
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to a model without those terms. We continued until one level of interaction terms is
significant or until no interactions are significant.
Responses in the Partner Choice condition were binary data (stay versus switch),
and so logistic regression was used. Mixed-effects models were not used to analyze
data in this condition, as these models indicated that 0 variance was associated with the
random intercept for participants. Looking at means across participants (ignoring our
three factors), 271 out of 327 (83.0%) participant means were 0.5, with the other eight
potential values each accounting for less than 15 participants (<4.3%). Thus, standard
logistic regression was used to explore these results.
When analyzing participants’ decisions when playing as the Decider, responses
are binary (Option A versus Option B), and so we model these data using mixed-effects
logistic regression, including a random intercept for participants and again taking a
model comparison approach.
Results and Discussion
Did participants identify more with ingroup members?
We first ask whether our group manipulation was successful: did participants
identify more with their ingroup members than outgroup members? To this end, for
each participant we calculated their ingroup identification (aggregating across all four
questions) and their outgroup identification. We find that participants identified with their
ingroup significantly more than their outgroup (Figure 1; Ingroup mean: 62.5, SEM:
0.91; Outgroup mean: 41.0, SEM: 0.71; paired t-test(658) = 24.37, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d
= 1.34, 95% Confidence Interval of mean difference = 19.78–23.25). This was true both
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in the Punishment condition (Ingroup mean: 63.7, SEM: 1.33; Outgroup mean: 41.5,
SEM: 1.06; paired t-test(331) = 17.59, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 1.36, 95% CI of mean
difference = 19.80–24.79) and the Partner Choice condition (Ingroup mean: 61.2, SEM:
1.24; Outgroup mean: 40.4, SEM: 0.95; paired t-test(326) = 16.86, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d
= 1.32, 95% CI of mean difference = 18.30–23.14), with no difference across conditions
in identification for either ingroup members (Welch two-sample t-test(654.63) = 1.41, p =
0.16, Cohen’s d = 0.11, 95% CI of mean difference = -1.01–6.12) or outgroup members
(Welch two-sample t-test(649.55) = 0.69, p = 0.49, Cohen’s d = 0.05, 95% CI of mean
difference = -1.82–3.78). Thus, our group manipulation successfully led participants to
identify with their own group over the alternative group and did not have a different
effect across our two response type conditions.

Did group membership have a different influence on punishment and partner
choice?
We next ask whether group membership had a differential influence on
punishment and partner choice decisions. We find that it does: those in the Partner
Choice condition are less sensitive to group membership (Punishment: 29.8%; Partner
Choice: 12.2%; X2 (1) = 29.57, p < 0.001, 95% CI of proportion difference = 11.2%–
24.0%), more sensitive to intentions (Punishment: 40.4%; Partner Choice: 52.3%; X2 (1)
= 8.96, p = 0.003, 95% CI of proportion difference = 4.1%–19.8%) and less sensitive to
outcomes (Punishment: 66.0%; Partner Choice: 55.4%; X2 (1) = 7.34, p = 0.007, 95% CI
of proportion difference = 3.0%–18.3%) than those in the Punishment condition. Thus,
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we find a significant difference in how sensitive participants are to group membership in
the Punishment and Partner Choice conditions.
This is also true when accounting for differences across conditions in participants
who are “insensitive” to the main features of our task (Figure 2): i.e., those who are not
sensitive to intentions, outcomes or group membership. That is, consistent with past
work (Martin & Cushman, 2015), we find a significant difference across conditions in
these participants (Punishment: 26.5%; Partner Choice: 4.0%; X2 (1) = 62.72, p <
0.001). Because these participants lower the proportion of participants exhibiting
sensitivity to any of our factors differently across conditions, we compare classification
of participants across conditions both with and without these participants, as specified in
our pre-registered analysis plan. When removing these insensitive participants, we find
overall similar results. Those in the Partner Choice condition continue to be less
sensitive to group membership (Punishment: 39.3%; Partner Choice: 12.7%; X2 (1) =
51.3, p < 0.001, 95% CI of proportion difference = 19.1%–34.1%) and less sensitive to
outcomes (Punishment: 88.5%; Partner Choice: 57.6%; X2 (1) = 62.3, p < 0.001, 95% CI
of proportion difference = 23.7%–38.0%), though these analyses reveal no difference in
sensitivity to intentions across conditions (Punishment: 54.1%; Partner Choice: 54.4%;
X2 (1) < 0.001, p = 1, 95% CI of proportion difference = -9.1%–8.3%). Thus, regardless
of how insensitive participants are treated, we find support for our key result: greater
sensitivity to group membership (and less sensitivity to outcomes) amongst those in the
Partner Choice condition. In contrast, differences in sensitivity to intentions change
depending upon the presence or absence of insensitive participants.
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These analyses reveal a difference in how sensitive punishment and partner
choice are to group membership: whereas those in the Punishment condition are
sensitive to whether the person they are interacting with is an ingroup or outgroup
member, those in the Partner Choice condition are not. However, these analyses do not
reveal the direction of that difference, i.e. whether those in the Punishment condition
punish ingroup members more or less. We next turn to mean responding in each
condition to explore this question.

Figure 2. Participants’ sensitivity to intentions, outcomes and group membership across
the Punishment and Partner Choice conditions in Study 1. Plotted is the percentage of
participants in the Punishment and Partner Choice conditions whose responses
exhibited sensitivity to intentions, outcomes, and group membership (coded in a nonmutually exclusive manner). Also depicted is the percentage of participants who were
not sensitive to any features of the task (i.e. who responded uniformly).
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Punishment condition. Confirming the above results, we find that responses in
the Punishment condition are sensitive to intentions, outcomes, and group membership
(Figure 3). Specifically, while we do not find a 3-way interaction between intentions,
outcomes, and group membership (LRT X2 (1) = 0.01, p = 0.93), we do find that 2-way
interactions improve model fit (LRT X2 (1) = 12.53, p = 0.006). Inspecting this model
further, we find a significant interaction between intentions and outcomes (B = -0.09, SE
= 0.03, t = -3.48, p < 0.001, 95% CI = -0.14– -0.04), but no interaction between group
membership and either intentions (B = -0.02, SE = 0.03, t = -0.65, p = 0.52, 95% CI = 0.07–0.03) or outcomes (B = -0.004, SE = 0.03, t = -0.14, p = 0.89, 95% CI = -0.05–
0.04). We also find main effects of intentions (B = -0.41, SE = 0.05, t = -8.58, p < 0.001,
95% CI = -0.50– -0.31), outcomes (B = -0.73, SE = 0.05, t = -15.98, p < 0.001, 95% CI =
-0.81– -0.63), and, critically, group membership (B = 0.06, SE = 0.02, t = 3.81, p <
0.001, 95% CI = 0.03–0.09). Thus, consistent with the classification results above,
those in the Punishment condition are more sensitive to outcomes than intentions,
judging by standardized beta values, and are additionally sensitive to group
membership.
Looking at overall mean responding (Figure 3), we can first see that the
interaction between intentions and outcomes is explained by a somewhat greater
influence of intentions when the outcome is unfair (Fair intent, unfair outcome: -0.05,
SEM = 0.01; Selfish intent, unfair outcome: -0.14, SEM = 0.01) than when the outcome
is fair (Fair intent, fair outcome: 0.10, SEM = 0.01; Selfish intent, fair outcome: 0.02,
SEM = 0.01). In addition, we see an overall influence of group membership that does
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not interact with intentions or outcomes: participants are more lenient with interacting
with an ingroup member (mean: -0.01, SEM = 0.01) than an outgroup member (mean: 0.03, SEM = 0.01).
We additionally explored the boundary conditions for and moderators of this
influence of group membership on punishment (see Supplemental Material). We find
that the overall pattern of results, including the main effect of group membership on
punishment, is unchanged if insensitive participants are removed. We also find that
those who most strongly identify with their ingroup are most lenient toward ingroup
members, while continuing to find an overall influence of group membership on
punishment. We find that participants are more lenient toward ingroup members when
the first partner they encounter is an ingroup member than when it is an outgroup
member. However, we again find an overall influence of group membership on
punishment even when this influence of order is accounted for. Finally, lenience toward
ingroup members is greatest amongst those who were most attentive (as measured by
first-try performance on comprehension questions), Critically, we continue to find an
overall influence of group membership on punishment even when this influence is of
attentiveness is accounted for. Thus, while we find a number of factors that increase
leniency in punishment of ingroup members, none of these factors eliminates the overall
effect of group membership on punishment.
Partner Choice condition. In the case of partner choice, we find a very different
pattern. In particular, we find no main effect of group membership (OR = 1.09, SE =
0.15, z = 0.56, p = 0.57, 95% CI of OR = 0.82–1.45) and no interactions involving group
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membership (all OR < 1.20 and > 0.85, all z < | 0.56 |, all p > 0.52). We do find a
significant interaction between intentions and outcomes (OR = 2.05, SE = 0.29, z =
2.47, p = 0.01, 95% CI of OR = 1.18–3.69) as well as relatively equal main effects of
intentions (OR = 0.06 , SE = 0.15, z = -19.89, p < 0.001, 95% CI of OR = 0.04–0.07)
and outcomes (OR = 0.05, SE = 0.15, z = -20.9, p < 0.001, 95% CI of OR = 0.04–0.06).
When insensitive participants are removed, we no longer find an interaction between
the influence of intentions and outcomes, though we continue to find relatively equal
main effects of both factors and no interactions with or main effect of group membership
(see Supplemental Materials). Looking at overall mean responding (Figure 3), we find
that the interaction between intentions and outcomes is driven by a greater tendency to
stay with the current Decider based upon the presence of an unfair outcome when they
had a fair intent (Fair intent, fair outcome: P(stay with current Decider) = 0.97, SEM =
0.01; Fair intent, unfair outcome: 0.50, SEM = 0.02) than when they had an unfair intent
(Unfair intent, fair outcome: 0.54, SE of proportion = 0.02; Unfair intent, unfair outcome:
0.07, SEM = 0.01).
As with punishment, we additionally explored influence of a number of factors on
the relationship between group membership and punishment (see Supplemental
Material). When removing insensitive participants, we find that group membership still
has no significant impact on partner choice. However, we now no longer find an
interaction between the influence of intentions and outcomes. We also find that those
who most strongly identify with their ingroup take their partner’s intention into account to
a greater extent. However, we do not find that strength of identification leads group
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membership to influence partner choice decisions. We find a complicated pattern
based upon the order in which participants encountered ingroup and outgroup Deciders.
Participants weight outcomes more heavily for the first Decider they encounter, staying
if this decider caused a fair outcome and switching if they caused an unfair outcome.
Importantly, we continue to find no overall influence of group membership, nor any
interaction between group membership and intentions or outcomes. Finally, similar to
the relationship between ingroup identification and the influence of intentions, we find
that those who were most attentive take intentions into account to a greater extent.
Critically, this factor does not influence the contribution of group membership, and we
continue to find no overall influence of group membership. Thus, none of these factors
leads group membership to have an overall influence on partner choice decisions.
Decisions as the Decider. Finally, because all participants played the game as
a Decider after their decisions as a Responder were collected, we can investigate how
participants’ decisions as a Decider are influenced by group membership and whether
they may be subject to punishment or partner choice (see Supplemental Material). To
summarize, we find that participants are more likely to choose the fair option when the
Responder is an ingroup member than an outgroup member, in both response
conditions, but also that participants are more likely to choose the fair option when the
Responder has the option to punish the participant versus when the Responder has the
option to switch away from the participant. And, the tendency to be fairer toward
ingroup Responders is accentuated when individual differences in ingroup identification
are taken into account.
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Figure 3. Mean responses in the Punishment and Partner Choice conditions in Study 1.
Plotted are participants’ mean responses across the Intention, Outcome, and Group
membership conditions for the Punishment (Panel A) and Partner Choice (Panel B)
conditions. Error bars are SEM. Note that possible punishment values ranged from $0.30 to $0.30; we plot a restricted range here for visualization purposes.
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Study 2
Data availability
The pre-registration for this study can be found at
http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=56xa9a. All materials for Study 2, including
instructions to participants, can be found in the Supplementary Material.
Method
Participants
Participants (n = 865) were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk and
completed an online survey in exchange for a small payment (≤ $2.00) with an
opportunity to earn a bonus payment. Sample size was determined and pre-registered
before any data analysis. The task used was a modified version of the asynchronous
economic game used in Study 1 (see below for description). Exclusionary criteria
included all criteria from Study 1 (performance on comprehension questions; answers to
attention check questions at the end of the task; reporting not being a native speaker of
English; mean reaction time less than three standard deviations below the overall mean,
after log transformation), with the additional criteria of reporting no position on the
political issue used to assign participants to a group. These criteria yielded a final
sample of 600 participants (23.2% excluded; final sample 47% male, 52% female,
<0.5% other, <0.5% preferred not to answer). The percent excluded was very similar
across our response type conditions (Punishment: 22.7%; Partner Choice: 23.8%). All
participants were United States residents.
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A sensitivity analysis of our main analysis, the model comparing responses from
participants in the Punishment and Partner Choice conditions, indicated that our design
has 80% power with 5% error rate to detect an effect (Odd’s Ratio) as small as 0.62 or
1.60 for a 2-way interaction (our main result) and as small as 0.11 or 8.17 for a 4-way
interaction. This analysis was performed using the simr package (Green & Macleod,
2016) in R, with 1000 bootstrap samples.
Procedures
Participants interacted with other participants in a modified version of the
economic game used in Study 1. Before playing the game, participants were assigned
to one of three groups based on their position on a political issue. As in Study 1, no
deception was used. All procedures were approved by the [redacted by blind review]
Institutional Review Board.
Group assignment. After providing consent, participants answered a series of
standard demographic questions, plus a question about their stance on a political issue.
Specifically, they were asked “Regarding the issue of abortion, how much do you
identify as Pro-Choice vs. Pro-Life?”, with “Pro-Choice”, “Pro-Life” and “No position” as
possible answers. They also rated how strongly they supported this position on a scale
from 1 = “Not strongly at all” and 7 = “Very strongly”. Participants and the other players
they interacted with were subsequently identified with an image corresponding to their
choice (Figure 1).
Stochastic economic game. Participants played the same stochastic economic
game from Study 1, with a few modifications. First, participants now played this game
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three times, once with a player who expressed a pro-life position, once with a player
who expressed a pro-choice position and once with a player who expressed no position.
The order in which participants interacted with these players was counterbalanced
across participants. Second, only two response options were available in the
Punishment condition. Specifically, we analyzed participants’ punishment decisions in
Study 1 to select the two options which we most frequently chosen. We found that the
most frequently chosen option was to not punish (41% of responses) and that the next
most frequently chosen option was maximum punishment (removing $0.30; 27% of
responses). Thus, we selected these two amounts as the punishment options available
in Study 2.
Participants again answered a series seven comprehension questions, using the
same procedure as in Study 1.
Rating group identification. After playing the game with all three players,
participants then rated their identification with each type of player, using the same scale
as in Study 1. The order in which player types were rated was randomized across
participants. As in Study 1, these ratings had high reliability (Ingroup: 0.91, 95% CI =
0.89–0.91; Outgroup: 0.92, 95% CI = 0.91–0.93; Neutral: 0.89, 95% CI = 0.88–0.90)
and so an aggregate measure was calculated for each participant for each group by
averaging the 4 individual ratings for that group.
Playing as Decider. Participants then played the game three more times, now
playing as the Decider. Participants were provided with the same set of instructions but
now described from the Decider’s perspective. Participants again answered a series of
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7 comprehension questions, presented only once and not used in screening data
quality. Participants played the game once with each type of player, with order
counterbalanced across participants.
CRT, attention check questions and debrief. Participants next completed the
7-item CRT (Pennycook & Rand, 2020). Then they completed six questions designed
to assess the degree to which the other player’s unfair choice and the unfair outcome
were perceived as negative. For each type of player, participants were asked “When
the partner who identified as [type] chose the unfair option (Option A), how negative did
this make you feel?” and “When the partner who identified as [type] received the entire
$1, how negative did this make you feel?”, with both questions asked on 7-point scales
anchored at 1 = “Not at all negative” and 7 = “Extremely negative”. Finally, participants
completed the same set of attention check questions as in Study 1 and were debriefed.
Analysis approach. In Study 2, our primary analyses used mixed-effects logistic
regression, as specified in our pre-registration. Responses to engage in either
punishment or partner choice were coded as 1, with not engaging in punishment or
partner choice coded as 0. The main fixed effects included response type (punishment
versus partner choice), group membership (3-level factor: ingroup, outgroup versus
neutral), intent (selfish versus fair), and outcome (selfish versus fair), as well as all
possible interactions between these variables. Additional fixed effects were included
depending upon the goal of the model and are noted where appropriate. We include a
random intercept for participants. Including random slopes generated significant
convergence issues. Inspection of these models and the distribution of our response
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variable indicated that some cells of our design had very few responses. For instance,
when paired with an Ingroup Decider, in the case where the Decider had a fair intent
and produced a fair outcome, only 8/300 responses (0.3%) were to engage in partner
choice, and 13/300 responses (0.4%) were to engage in punishment. Similarly, when
paired with a Neutral Decider, in the same case, only 9/300 responses (0.3%) were to
engage in partner choice and 22/300 responses (0.7%) were to engage in punishment.
Typical procedures to address convergence issues were not able to overcome this
issue of rare events. Because mixed-effects models only including random intercepts
can yield inflated type 1 error rates (Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013; but see
Douglas Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, & Baayen, 2015; Matuschek, Kliegl, Vasishth, Baayen,
& Bates, 2017), we additionally model our results using standard logistic regression
(without random effects) while performing Firth bias correction (Firth, 1993), which
reduces small-sample bias and yields definite estimates. In all cases, these models
either found the same pattern of statistical results or yielded a larger number of
significant fixed effects, suggesting that our random effects models were not inflating
type 1 error rates. Models with random effects were implemented in R using the lme4
package (D Bates et al., 2014), while models without random effects implemented in R
using the base package, with Firth bias correction implemented using the brglm2
package (Kosmidis, 2020). As in Study 1, we use a model comparison approach and
evaluate our data using Likelihood Ratio Tests.
Additionally, in order to facilitate comparison to the results of Study 1, we
classified each participant as being sensitive to intentions, outcomes and group
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membership (non-mutually exclusive) and then compared these percentages across the
Punishment and Partner Choice conditions (see Supplemental Material). We used the
same approach as in Study 1, classifying participants as sensitive to a feature
(intentions, outcomes and group membership) if, holding the other two features
constant, their response differed based upon the levels of that feature (ignoring the
direction of that difference).
When analyzing participants’ decisions when playing as the Decider, responses
are binary (Option A versus Option B) and so we model these data using mixed-effects
logistic regression, including a random intercept for participants and again taking a
model comparison approach.
Results and Discussion
Did participants identify more with their ingroup?
We again begin by asking whether our group manipulation was successful. To
this end, for each participant we calculated their ingroup identification (aggregating
across all four questions), their outgroup identification and their identification with
neutral individuals. We then compared these ratings within both the Punishment and
Partner Choice conditions. We find that participants identified with their ingroup
significantly more than their outgroup or neutral individuals (Figure 1; see Supplemental
Material for full results). This was true in both the Punishment and Partner Choice
conditions. We find no difference across conditions in preference for these three
groups. Thus, our group manipulation successfully led participants to identify more with
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their own group over the alternative group, and neutral individuals and did not have a
different effect across our two response type conditions.

Did group membership have a different influence on punishment and partner
choice?
Turning to our main results (Figure 4), we again find a stronger influence of
group membership on punishment. Running a regression including predictors for
response type, group membership, intentions, and outcomes, we do not find that the 4way interaction between these variables improves model fit (LRT X2 (2) = 0.38, p = 0.83)
but do find a significant contribution of 3-way interactions (LRT X2 (7) = 14.37, p = 0.04).
Inspecting this model further (Model 1; see Supplemental Table 1 for full model results),
we find a significant interaction between group membership, intentions, and outcomes
(Ingroup vs. Outgroup: OR = 2.66, SE = 0.39, z = 2.52, p = 0.01, 95% CI = 1.25–5.78;
Ingroup vs. Neutral: OR 1.45, SE = 0.42, z = 0.89, p = 0.37, 95% CI = 0.64–3.30;
Neutral vs. Outgroup: OR = 1.84, SE = 0.37, z = 1.65, p = 0.10, 95% CI = 0.90–3.81),
as well as significant 2-way interactions between group membership and response type
(Ingroup vs. Outgroup: OR = 2.13, SE = 0.18, z = 4.30, p < 0.001, 95% CI = 1.51–3.00;
Ingroup vs. Neutral: OR 1.25, SE = 0.18, z = 1.22, p = 0.22, 95% CI = 0.87–1.79;
Neutral vs. Outgroup: OR = 1.70, SE = 0.17, z = 3.12, p = 0.002, 95% CI = 1.22–2.38),
and group membership and outcomes (Ingroup vs. Outgroup: OR = 0.52, SE = 0.19, z =
-3.39, p < 0.001, 95% CI = 0.35–0.75; Ingroup vs. Neutral: OR = 0.92, SE = 0.21, z = 0.39, p = 0.69, 95% CI = 0.61–1.38; Neutral vs. Outgroup: OR = 0.56, SE = 0.19, z = -
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3.14, p = 0.002, 95% CI = 0.39–0.80). We also find a marginal interaction between
response type, intentions, and outcomes (OR = 1.83, SE = 0.32, z = 1.89, p = 0.06,
95% CI = 0.98–3.43), and 2-way interactions between response type and intentions (OR
= 0.14, SE = 0.28, z = -6.98, p < 0.001, 95% CI = 0.08–0.25), and outcome and
intentions (OR = 0.43, SE = 0.31, z = -2.76, p = 0.006, 95% CI = 0.23–0.77). We find
main effects for (Ingroup vs. Outgroup: OR = 2.18, SE = 0.10, z = 8.10, p < 0.001, 95%
CI = 1.81–2.64; Ingroup vs. Neutral: OR = 1.29, SE = 0.10, z = 2.54, p < 0.01, 95% CI =
1.06–1.58; Neutral vs. Outgroup: OR = 1.68, SE = 0.09, z = 5.76, p < 0.001, 95% CI =
1.41–2.01), response type (OR = 0.34, SE = 0.19, z = -5.76, p < 0.001, 95% CI = 0.23–
0.49), intentions (OR = 8.11, SE = 0.16, z = 13.45, p < 0.001, 95% CI = 6.03–11.12) and
outcomes (OR = 27.49, SE = 0.16, z = 20.94, p < 0.001, 95% CI = 20.4–37.9). Thus,
we find significant relationships between response type and group membership, as well
as interactions between these variables and the influence of intentions and outcomes.
These results are unchanged if logistic regression with Firth bias correction is employed
(Model 8, Supplemental Table 2). We also find a similar pattern of results using the
classification approach employed in Study 1 (see Supplemental Material), though we
note that the difference in sensitivity to group membership between the Punishment and
Partner Choice conditions is marginal when insensitive participants are included (p =
0.06). In total, these results demonstrate that group membership has a strong influence
on punishment but not on partner choice.
To unpack these interactions, we inspect mean responding. First, we focus on
the interaction between response type and group membership. This is driven by greater
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sensitivity to group membership amongst those in the Punishment condition (Ingroup =
0.29, SEM = 0.01; Neutral = 0.33, SEM = 0.01; Outgroup = 0.42, SEM = 0.01) than
those in the Partner Choice condition (Ingroup = 0.44, SEM = 0.01; Neutral = 0.45, SEM
= 0.01; Outgroup = 0.47, SEM = 0.01). Indeed, analyzing only data from the Partner
Choice condition, we find no 3-way interaction (LRT X2 (2) = 4.04, p = 0.13), while do we
find that 2-way interactions improve model fit (LRT X2 (2) = 14.45, p = 0.01), we find no
interactions with group status (all OR < 1.11 and > 0.72, p > 0.20). We also find no
difference in judgment of ingroup and neutral partners (OR = 1.21, SE = 0.11, z = 0.69,
p = 0.49, 95% CI = 0.87–1.34) or neutral and outgroup partners (OR = 1.17, SE = 0.11,
z = 1.44, p = 0.15, 95% CI = 0.95–1.45), though we do find a weak difference in
judgment of ingroup and outgroup partners (OR = 1.26, SE = 0.11, z = 2.14, p = 0.03,
95% CI = 1.02–1.57). Thus, these results replicate the findings from Study 1. We again
show that ingroup members are favored over outgroup members (i.e. are punished less)
to a much greater extent when making punishment decisions. Study 2 also extends
these findings by including a neutral individual, allowing these results to speak to
whether responses in our paradigm are driven more by preferences for ingroup
members or dislike of outgroup members. We find that this interaction between
response type and group membership is driven by greater punishment of outgroup
members relative to either ingroup members or neutral individuals. Thus, our group
differences appear to reflect outgroup derogation rather than ingroup love. Finally, we
find almost no sensitivity to group status amongst those in the Partner Choice condition,
except a weak overall difference between judgment of ingroup versus outgroup
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partners. These results largely replicate the findings of Study 1, in which group status
had no influence on those in the Partner Choice condition.
Next, looking at the interaction between group membership, intentions, and
outcomes, we see that the difference in responding between the outgroup Decider and
the two other players is largest when the outcome is fair (Fair intent, fair outcome;
Ingroup = 0.04, SEM = 0.01; Neutral = 0.05, SEM = 0.01; Outgroup = 0.12, SEM = 0.01;
Unfair intent, fair outcome; Ingroup = 0.27, SEM = 0.02; Neutral = 0.29, SEM = 0.02;
Outgroup = 0.37, SEM = 0.02) than when the outcome is unfair (Fair intent, unfair
outcome; Ingroup = 0.44, SEM = 0.02; Neutral = 0.47, SEM = 0.02; Outgroup = 0.49,
SEM = 0.02; Unfair intent, unfair outcome; Ingroup = 0.71, SEM = 0.02; Neutral = 0.75,
SEM = 0.02; Outgroup = 0.79, SEM = 0.02). Thus, the influence of good outcomes is
discounted when produced by outgroup members.
Finally, we also find a marginal interaction between response type, intentions and
outcomes. Here, we see that outcomes exert a much stronger influence (and intentions
exert a much weaker influence) on punishment decisions (Fair intent, fair outcome =
0.10, SEM = 0.01; Unfair intent, fair outcome = 0.18, SEM = 0.01; Fair intent, unfair
outcome = 0.48, SEM = 0.02; Unfair intent, unfair outcome = 0.63, SEM = 0.02) than on
partner choice decisions (Fair intent, fair outcome = 0.04, SEM = 0.01; Unfair intent, fair
outcome: 0.44, SEM = 0.02; Fair intent, unfair outcome = 0.45, SEM = 0.02; Unfair
intent, unfair outcome: 0.87, SEM = 0.01). This pattern replicates the results of Study 1,
in which intentions exerted a greater influence on partner choice decisions.
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As in Study 1, we explore the influence of a number of additional variables on
this overall pattern of results, especially the interaction between group membership and
response type (see Supplemental Material). First, we find that these results are
unchanged if insensitive participants are excluded, with the exception that we find
additional interactions between group membership, intentions and outcomes, and
between response type, intentions and outcomes. Similarly, we continue to find an
interaction between response type and group membership when including ingroup
identification ratings in our models. However, we now additionally find 2-way
interactions between ingroup identification and group membership, outcomes and
intentions, as well as a marginal interaction between ingroup identification and response
type. Including a predictor for which Decider participants interacted with first yields no
influence of Decider order on the influence of group membership. We continue to find
an interaction between response type and group membership, though we find additional
interactions between Decider order and intentions and Decider order and outcomes.
Including a predictor for attentiveness (as measured by first-try performance on
comprehension questions), we find an interaction between attentiveness, outcomes and
group membership; attentiveness, response type and outcomes; and between
attentiveness, response type and intentions. However, attentiveness does not influence
the interaction between response type and group membership, which remains
significant even when the role of attentiveness is accounted for. Finally, including CRT
performance in our models yield a marginal interaction between CRT performance,
response type and group membership. Inspecting means, this interaction reflects a
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greater tendency to differentiate outgroup partners from ingroup and neutral partners
amongst those higher on CRT performance, relative to those lower on CRT
performance. In addition, those higher on CRT performance are less likely to engage in
punishment overall and more likely to engage in partner choice, relative to those lower
on CRT performance. We note, however, that strong conclusions should not be drawn
from these results, given their marginal nature. We also find interactions between CRT
performance, response type and outcomes and between CRT performance, response
type and intentions. However, we continue to find an interaction between response type
and group membership when the influence of CRT performance is accounted for. Thus,
while these additional factors influence the role that other factors may in some cases,
the interaction between response type and group membership is consistently significant
and only ever modulated in the case of the marginal interaction with CRT performance.
In total, we consistently find support for the idea that group membership has a strong
influence on punishment and has almost no influence on partner choice decisions.
Finally, as in Study 1, we investigate how participants’ decisions as a Decider are
influenced by group membership and whether they may be subject to punishment or
partner choice (see Supplemental Material). To summarize, we find that participants
are most likely to choose the fair option when the Responder is an ingroup member,
slightly less likely to choose the fair option when paired with a neutral individual, and
least likely to choose the fair option when paired with an outgroup member, in both
response conditions. In Study 2 we no longer find that response type influences these
decisions. We again find that the influence of Responder group membership is
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stronger when individual differences in ingroup identification are taken into account,
such that those highest on ingroup bias are more likely to favor ingroup Responders
over outgroup or neutral Responders.
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Figure 4. Mean responses in the Punishment and Partner Choice conditions in Study 2.
Plotted are participants’ mean responses across the Intention, Outcome, and Group
membership conditions for the Punishment (Panel A) and Partner Choice (Panel B)
conditions. Error bars are SEM.
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Study 1

Study 2

Punishment

Punishment

… even when removing insensitive
participants?

Yes

Yes

… even when accounting for individual
differences in ingroup preference?

Yes

Yes

… even when accounting for order in which
partners were interacted with?

Yes

Yes

… even when accounting for individual
differences in attentiveness?

Yes

Yes

… even when accounting for individual
differences in CRT performance?

--

Yes

Is punishment or partner choice more
sensitive to group membership?

Table 1. Summary of results across Study 1 and Study 2.
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General discussion

We investigated how group membership influences responses to transgressions
by contrasting punishment with the decision to reject this partner, often termed partner
choice (Barclay, 2013, 2016). In two studies, participants interacted with other players
in an economic game for real stakes. We assigned participants to groups on the basis
of both a “minimal” groups paradigm (Study 1) and a consequential political position
(Study 2). Across both studies, we find that when participants can respond to the other
player’s behavior with punishment, they punish outgroup members more harshly than
ingroups members, replicating past work. In contrast, when they can either reject this
player or continue interacting with them, participants are almost completely insensitive
to group membership. Thus, we find evidence that group membership has a strong
influence on how we punish others, but almost no influence on how we make partner
choice decisions.

Implications of these results for understanding the psychology underlying
partner choice and punishment
Our results show that punishment is much more sensitive to group membership
than partner choice. This distinction in how punishment and partner choice decisions
are made accords well with past empirical work demonstrating differences in how these
two responses are made (Liddell & Kruschke, 2014; Martin & Cushman, 2015). Here,
we find differential sensitivity to group membership. We find this pattern both using a
minimal groups paradigm (Study 1) and when assigning participants to groups on the
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basis of a consequential political position (Study 2). Finding similar results using two
distinct ways of determining group membership demonstrates that our results are robust
to the type of group assignment mechanism employed, giving greater confidence that
the pattern we find may extend to a variety of types of social groups.
Our results are also consistent with theoretical work suggesting different
functional purposes for punishment (Barclay, 2006; Boyd & Richerson, 1992; CluttonBrock & Parker, 1995; Fehr & Gächter, 2002; Henrich et al., 2010; Jordan et al., 2016;
Martin & Cushman, 2016; Trivers, 1971; Yamagishi, 1986) and partner choice (Barclay,
2013, 2016; Noe & Hammerstein, 1994). However, the idea that punishment and
partner choice are distinct both behaviorally and functionally does not explain the
particular pattern we observe here. Why might punishment be sensitive to group
membership in a way that partner choice is not? We offer two potential explanations for
why partner choice is less sensitive to group membership than punishment. First,
rejection of an interaction partner because of a transgression typically occurs in the
context of an ingroup relationship. Those we have interacted with previously are likely
to be ingroup members on a number of dimensions, more so than those we have not
interacted with. Thus, among the factors we might consider when deciding to reject this
person or not, their group membership may not feature as prominently since it is a
dimension across which this is less variability. In contrast, because we can punish both
those with whom we have and have not interacted previously, punishment decisions
may be much more sensitive to this person’s group membership. Second, when
deciding whether or not to reject someone after a transgression, group membership
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may already be uncertain enough that its influence is reduced. That is, once someone
harms you, you may be uncertain about their group standing – it seems unlikely that an
ingroup member would harm you. Their group status may therefore be uncertain and
open to revision. This fluidity regarding group membership may mean that this factor
plays less of a role on whether or not we decide to reject this individual. Of course, the
present data do not adjudicate between these potential explanations, or any other
explanation, only demonstrating a difference between punishment and partner choice in
sensitivity to group membership. Future work should explore the psychological
mechanisms mediating this difference.

Relationship with past work on partner choice and punishment
Beyond this difference in sensitivity to group membership, we replicate past work
demonstrating a difference between punishment and partner choice in sensitivity to an
agent’s intentions and the outcomes they cause (Liddell & Kruschke, 2014; Martin &
Cushman, 2015). In particular, across both Study 1 and Study 2 we find that intentions
exert a stronger influence on partner choice decisions compared to punishment, and
outcomes exert a weaker influence on partner choice decisions compared to
punishment decisions. We thus extend these prior results from undergraduate samples
(Liddell & Kruschke, 2014; Martin & Cushman, 2015) to a more representative and
heterogeneous sample of participants (on Amazon Mechanical Turk). In addition, we
note that the sensitivity of punishment and partner choice to intentions and outcomes is
much greater than the sensitivity to group membership (see Figures 3 and 4), and that
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overall effect size for group membership was relatively weak. Thus, while we find
reliable differences in sensitivity to group membership between punishment and partner
choice, this influence is best understood in the context of much stronger sensitivity to
intentions and outcomes.
Beyond replicating these prior results, we also find some differences between our
results and those of prior studies. Specifically, we found an unexpectedly weak
influence of intentions in the Partner Choice condition compared to past work using this
paradigm (Martin & Cushman, 2015). We note that we find a much greater influence of
intentions on partner choice decisions than punishment decisions, which is consistent
with the relative weighting of intent across these two responses. But at an absolute
level, intentions mattered less in our studies than in past work, especially for partner
choice decisions. Two features of our data help explain this pattern. First, in both
Study 1 and Study 2, participants who were more “attentive”–in the sense of getting
more comprehension questions correct on their first try–incorporated intent into their
partner choice decisions to a greater extent. Furthermore, in Study 2 we find that those
who performed better on the Cognitive Reflection Test–a measure of participants’
tendency to deliberate and reflect–incorporated intentions into their partner choice
decisions to a greater extent. Combined, these results suggest that the reduced overall
influence of intentions can be explained by differences across samples in attention paid
to the study or participants’ willingness to more deeply consider how best to perform in
this task. Whereas prior studies have used in-lab undergraduate samples (Liddell &
Kruschke, 2014; Martin & Cushman, 2015), participants in our studies were recruited
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online through Amazon Mechanical Turk. These prior undergraduate samples may
have been more invested in the task than our online participants. We note, however,
that we did exclude participants who were unable to answer comprehension checks
questions correctly, so this difference in attentiveness would have to be an influence
that did not impact participants’ understanding of the task. Finally, we note that
including attentiveness and CRT performance in our analyses did not change the
influence of group membership.

Implications of these results for understanding group bias
Our results have two implications of our understanding of group bias more
broadly. First, our results allow us to investigate the influence of group membership not
just on how participants respond to others’ transgressions, but also on their decisions to
allocate resources in a fair versus unfair way. This is because participants played our
economic game both as Responder and as a Decider (to facilitate participants
interacting with real partners). Comparing decisions as Responder and a Decider, we
find that sensitivity to group membership as a Responder predicted sensitivity to group
membership as a Decider: Those who favored ingroup members as a Responder were
more fair toward ingroup members as a Decider. Thus, we find that those who are
sensitive to group membership when responding to others’ behavior are also
incorporate this information when allocating resources.
Second, Study 2 allowed us to investigate the nature of the influence group
membership has on punishment, through the inclusion of a neutral partner. Most work
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on the influence of group membership on punishment has not included a neutral or
unaffiliated individual (Baumgartner et al., 2012; Bernhard, Fehr, et al., 2006; Bernhard,
Fischbacher, et al., 2006; Delton & Krasnow, 2017; Goette et al., 2012; Guo et al.,
2020; Halevy et al., 2008; Jordan et al., 2014; Kubota et al., 2013; Mendoza et al.,
2014; Shinada et al., 2004; Valenzuela & Srivastava, 2012; Yudkin et al., 2016). Only
one prior study, to our knowledge, has included such a manipulation (Schiller et al.,
2014). This study found both harsher punishment of outgroup members and more
lenient punishment of ingroup members relative to neutral individuals, though the effect
for outgroup punishment was three times as large (Schiller et al., 2014). Here, we find
largely consistent results, in that we observe significantly greater punishment of
outgroup members than neutral individuals (and ingroup members). Contrary to prior
results, however, we find no difference in punishment between neutral individuals and
ingroup members. Of course, our results were directionally the same as this prior work:
ingroup members were punished less than neutral individuals, although the difference
was not significant. And, in the cells in which the difference in punishment for ingroup
and neutral individuals was the smallest (i.e. when a fair outcome was produced),
punishment was near floor, potentially artificially reducing this difference. Given this,
future work should continue to explore the robustness of differences in punishment
between ingroup members and neutral individuals. What seems clear, in contrast, is
that group bias in the context of punishment is driven more by outgroup derogation than
ingroup love. This result thus adds to the broader conversation on whether group bias
reflects ingroup love versus outgroup hate (Cikara & Van Bavel, 2014; Halevy et al.,
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2008; Hewstone et al., 2002). We add to other work demonstrating that group bias in
the case of punishment may be driven to a greater extent by outgroup hate.

Implications of these results for understanding the impact of group membership
on second-party punishment
Beyond their implications for understanding partner choice, our results bear upon
the sensitivity of group membership in cases of second-party punishment in particular.
Though past work has robustly demonstrated greater punishment of outgroup members
(Baumgartner et al., 2012; Bernhard, Fehr, et al., 2006; Bernhard, Fischbacher, et al.,
2006; Delton & Krasnow, 2017; Halevy et al., 2008; Jordan et al., 2014; Kubota et al.,
2013; Schiller et al., 2014; Shinada et al., 2004; Stagnaro et al., 2018; Valenzuela &
Srivastava, 2012; Yudkin et al., 2016), context matters: greater punishment of outgroup
members occurs most consistently in cases where the punisher is a third party
(Baumgartner et al., 2012; Delton & Krasnow, 2017; Halevy et al., 2008; Jordan et al.,
2014; Schiller et al., 2014; Shinada et al., 2004; Yudkin et al., 2016) and less
consistently when the punisher is the victim (a second party; Kubota et al., 2013;
McAuliffe & Dunham, 2017; McLeish & Oxoby, 2011; Mendoza et al., 2014; Stagnaro et
al., 2018; Valenzuela & Srivastava, 2012). That is, while greater second-party
punishment of outgroup members has been demonstrated (Kubota et al., 2013;
Valenzuela & Srivastava, 2012), it is sometimes either weaker than third-party
punishment of group members or even non-existent (McAuliffe & Dunham, 2017;
McLeish & Oxoby, 2011; Mendoza et al., 2014; Stagnaro et al., 2018). Our results fit
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into the former category, demonstrating that second-party punishment is indeed
sensitive to group membership. Furthermore, our results accord well with a recent
proposal on why this pattern exists. Specifically, Stagnaro and colleagues (2018) argue
that ingroup preferences exert a greater influence in less strategic contexts, like the
Dictator Game, in which the target cannot influence the participant’s outcome following
their response. In contrast, in cases where the target can respond and influence the
participant’s outcome, like the Ultimatum Game, group membership exerts a smaller
influence. To the extent that Deciders could not impact participants’ payoff once
punishment had either been administered or withheld, our paradigm is less strategic
and so our results support their argument.

Limitations
A few limitations of our results are worth mentioning. First, we have interpreted
the difference between punishment and partner choice in sensitivity to group
membership as reflecting asymmetries in the psychology underlying these responses.
However, a potential alternative interpretation of our results is that, in the context of our
task, those in the Partner Choice condition are simply less attentive or discriminating
than those in the Punishment condition. This might manifest as less sensitivity to group
membership. We view this interpretation as unlikely because participants in the Partner
Choice condition were not less sensitive to all features of our task. Indeed, partner
choice decisions were more sensitive to the Decider’s intent in both Study 1 and Study
2. These participants were also sensitive to what outcome was produced. Thus, these
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participants were selectively less sensitive than those in the Punishment condition to
group boundaries.
Second, in order to equate decisions in the Punishment and Partner Choice
conditions as closely as possible, punishing was costless for Responders. Thus, it is
possible that a different pattern of results would emerge were punishment in our
economic game to be costly to Responders. We view this possibility as unlikely, given
that a host of prior work has consistently shown an influence of group membership on
punishment (Baumgartner et al., 2012; Bernhard, Fehr, et al., 2006; Bernhard,
Fischbacher, et al., 2006; Delton & Krasnow, 2017; Halevy et al., 2008; Jordan et al.,
2014; Kubota et al., 2013; Schiller et al., 2014; Shinada et al., 2004; Stagnaro et al.,
2018; Valenzuela & Srivastava, 2012; Yudkin et al., 2016), in many cases when
punishment was costly.

Conclusion
Group-based psychology pervades our social life. Here, we have investigated
the extent to which, in the context of others’ transgressors, group membership
influences only how we punish or also influences how we engage in partner choice.
Using two different manipulations of group membership, we find that group membership
influence punishment decisions much more than they influence partner choice
decisions. These results shed light on the unique psychologies underlying decisions to
punish and decisions to reject a partner. More broadly, our results also expand our
understanding of the role that groups play in our social decision-making, suggesting that
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this influence may be lessened depending upon how one chooses to respond to bad
behavior.
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